In this paper, for the first time to our knowledge in the literature, we demonstrate photoluminescence from two-dimensional (2D) vanadium diselenide (VSe 2 ) nanosheets (NSs). The preparation of these nanostructures is carried out with a combinational method based on nanosecond pulsed laser ablation (PLA) and chemical exfoliation. For this aim, VSe 2 bulk is first ablated into nanoparticles (NPs) inside a water solution. Afterward, NPs are chemically exfoliated into NSs using lithium intercalation via ultrasonic treatment. Although VSe 2 is a semimetal in its bulk form, its nanostructures show photo-responsive behavior, and it turns into a strongly luminescent material when it is separated into NSs. Based on the obtained results, the surface defects induced during the PLA process are the origin of this photoluminescence from NSs. Our findings illustrate that this new material can be a promising semiconductor for photovoltaic and light emitting diode applications.
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the intriguing electrical and physical properties of two-dimensional (2D) materials [1] [2] [3] , such as graphene, has inspired scientists to synthesize other new types of 2D materials. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are one kind of these recently explored materials and have been strikingly highlighted in recent years [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Unlike graphene, which is inherently a semimetal with zero optical band gap, TMDs can show diverse bulk properties from insulators (HfS 2 ), semiconductors (MoS 2 , WS 2 ), and semimetals (WTe 2 , TiSe 2 ), to true metals (NbS 2 , VSe 2 ). For this reason, in recent years, TMDs have been promising building blocks for a wide range of applications, including photovoltaics [9] [10] [11] , photo detectors [12] [13] [14] , light emitting diodes (LEDs) [15, 16] , and photo-electrochemical systems [17] [18] [19] [20] . In fact, the fascinating properties of TMDs can be revealed as they are thinned into a monolayer or to a few layers thickness. The conversion from an indirect to a direct band-gap semiconductor is one of these prominent differences between the bulk and monolayer TMDs. This phenomenon is due to quantum confinement effects and has been found in different types of TMDs such as MoS 2 [21, 22] , WS 2 [23] , WSe 2 [24, 25] , and MoTe 2 [26] [27] [28] . This conversion makes 2D TMDs an excellent choice for LED applications in the visible (Vis) and near infrared (NIR) spectral regimes. Several different strategies have also been employed to intensify and tune the photoluminescence (PL) from 2D TMDs. Chemical treatments [29] [30] [31] , alloying [32] [33] [34] [35] , coupling with surface plasmon polaritons [36, 37] , integration with photonic crystal cavities [38, 39] , and strain engineering [40] are some of these proposed methodologies to improve the band-to-band PL characteristics of 2D TMDs. Moreover, it is found that a strong sub-band-gap PL can be originated from defect-mediated transitions [23, 25, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] that are of great interest in the design of NIR LEDs.
Vanadium diselenide (VSe 2 ) is another member of this family that belongs to group five TMDs. Bulk VSe 2 is a layered compound whose crystal structure is based upon strongly covalent (intralayer) Se-V-Se bonds within each layer and weak van der Waals (interlayer) Se…Se interactions in between. Compared to other types of TMDs, the existence of an overlap between the valance band (VB) and conduction band (CB) of VSe 2 makes this material a pure metal, and it possesses a high level of electrical conductivity that is a key factor in optoelectronics applications [47] [48] [49] . Besides the extra-high electrical conductivity of a VSe 2 monolayer (that has been experimentally proved recently [47] ), some other unexpected properties of this material have also been investigated in recent years. Its unique charge density wave (CDW) [50] , ferromagnetism behavior [51] [52] [53] , and electrochemical activity [toward a hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] are examples of these explorations. Owing to its metallic nature with no optical band gap, it has been expected that it should not be considered for optical applications. Very recently, density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that both bulk 2H-VSe 2 and 1T-VSe 2 and monolayers of H-VSe 2 and T-VSe 2 are thermodynamically stable [48] . These DFT calculations demonstrated that although T-VSe 2 is a pure metal, H-VSe 2 is a semimetal with no band gap. However, considering spin-up or spin-down bands separately, H-VSe 2 introduces a small band gap around 0.8 eV between the valance band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM). As the only report on optical behavior of VSe 2 , He et al. attained an excellent photocatalytic activity toward methyl orange degradation from bulk VSe 2 [59] .
Another factor that limits the functionality of VSe 2 is its synthetic challenge. Other types of nanostructured TMDs, such as luminescent MoS 2 quantum dots and nanosheets, can be obtained with a variety of controllable synthesis methods, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [21, 22] and sonication-assisted liquid exfoliation [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . However, for the case of VSe 2 , researchers could only realize it by chemical vapor transport (CVT) [65] [66] [67] , CVD [47, 68] , and Scotchtape-based mechanical exfoliation [54] of the bulk VSe 2 , until Xu et al. [53] recently synthesized it in an aqueous solution. Later, other researchers have also proposed different chemical-based synthesis methods to make VSe 2 nanosheets [55, 59] . However, due to the complex chemical environment in solution, it is still challenging to prepare contamination-free samples by a solution-based method. One of the facial and large-scale-compatible methods that has been recently used to synthesize quantum dots (QDs) from TMDs and other 2D materials such as graphene is pulsed laser ablation (PLA) [69] [70] [71] [72] . We have recently demonstrated that by tuning the laser fluence, blue and green ultra-small luminescent silicon QDs can be synthesized [73] . However, up to now, there is no report on the synthesis of VSe 2 nanostructures using PLA.
In this paper, we propose a top-down, large-scale-compatible, surfactant-free, and widely adopted approach to synthesize VSe 2 nanostructures (directly from the rock) by utilizing a two-stage process. In the first stage, the nanosecond PLA technique is utilized to produce three-dimensional (3D) VSe 2 nanoparticles (NPs) from its bulk. Following this step, the ultra-sonicationassisted lithium intercalation process is conducted using lithium carbonate in a colloidal solution of NPs to successfully produce 2D VSe 2 nanosheets (NSs). During this process, ultra-sonication assists lithium ions to easily permeate into the VSe 2 matrix and break the weak van der Waals interaction between the stacked layers. Afterward, the structural and optical characterizations are conducted on the NP and NS samples. Our findings show that while the VSe 2 rock is a metallic material with no band gap, the resultant NPs and NSs are photo-responsive. It has been shown that NPs have an effective band gap of 1.75 eV, and this value gets wider to an amount of 3.45 eV for the case of NSs. However, the main difference between NP and NS morphologies is raised from their PL properties. While NPs possess a weak emission at the Vis-NIR regimes, NSs have a strong emission with a peak located at around 710 nm. From these findings, it can be speculated that moving from 3D NPs to 2D NSs, a transition from the indirect to direct band gap takes place. Moreover, the experimental characterizations elucidate the fact that this emission is mainly originated from defect-mediated transitions. The origin of all the above-mentioned phenomena has been scrutinized and discussed in this study. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the synthesis of luminescent VSe 2 NSs where its facile and contaminant-free preparation route makes the upscaling possible. Besides its inherently high electrical properties, this report proves that VSe 2 can also provide a superior optical response, which makes it a potential material for future optoelectronic applications.
EXPERIMENTS
A. VSe 2 Nanoparticle Synthesis For the synthesis of VSe 2 NPs, the PLA method was employed similar to our previously reported study [73] . Briefly, a Nufern NuQ fiber laser (NUQA-1064-NA-0030-F1) operating at ambient temperature with a beam wavelength of 1064 nm, pulse duration of 100 ns, repetition rate/frequency of 30 kHz, and a pulse energy of 1 mJ was utilized for the process. To synthesize the VSe 2 colloidal nanoparticles, pure VSe 2 rock is used as a bulk target that is immersed in deionized water. The laser beam scans the VSe 2 target (in an active area of 1 cm 2 ) with a spot size of approximately 3.8 mm in diameter using a 200 mm focal length taking into account the refraction through the water. The laser ablation scan pattern is chosen to be an inward spiral. The reason is the fact that, in spiral scanning, the ablated nanoparticles in each step are collected toward the center and re-ablated in the next cycles. Considering the fact that ablation was carried out for 300 loops (at a fluence amount of 50 mJ∕cm 2 ), it is expected that the produced NPs would undergo several melting/re-solidifying cycles, and this in turn leads to the formation of defective small NPs. The output of the PLA is an orange-colored solution.
B. VSe 2 Nanosheet Synthesis
The intercalation reactions are performed by adding 10 mg Li 2 CO 3 into 2 mL VSe 2 NPs solution, which is roughly a molar Li excess of 2:1. Then, the lithium intercalation is facilitated by applying ultra-sonication for 1.5 h. The duration of sonication is chosen based on the color of the NS solution. We found that after this duration, the color of solution is turned into a homogeneous transparent gray.
C. Material Characterization
To characterize the structural properties of the synthesized VSe 2 NPs and NSs, a scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI-Quanta 200 FEG) operated at 10 kV and a transmission electron microscope (TEM, Tecnai G2-F30, FEI) operatedare drop-casted on the copper grid. To conduct elemental and surface analysis, an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermoscientic K-Alpha, Al K-Alpha radiation, hv 1486.6 eV) measurement has been performed at the survey mode by operating a flood gun to prevent surface charging with the pass energy and step size set to 30 eV and 0.1 eV, respectively. Peak positions were calibrated by referencing the C1s peak position (284.8 eV), and other peaks are shifted in the spectrum accordingly. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) has been carried out by Panalytical X'pert Multi-Purpose, and the patterns have been collected in the range of 2θ 10°-70°u
sing Bragg-Brentano geometry (Cu Kα radiation). The VSe 2 solutions were drop-casted onto the sheet of thin glass at room temperature. Finally, the height profile and layer thickness are evaluated from the tapping mode in atomic force microscopy (AFM, PSIA).
D. Optical Characterization
In order to optically characterize nanoparticles, an ultravioletvisible-near-infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Varian) is employed to obtain the absorption response of the samples. The emission characteristics of the NPs have been examined by employing PL measurements using the Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer with an excitation wavelength of 330 nm. The emission spectra are recorded between 600 nm and 900 nm. Figure 1 depicts the preparation steps of VSe 2 NPs and NSs. As this schematic representation explains, first, VSe 2 rock is ablated using a nanosecond-pulsed NIR laser beam. The obtained NP solution (inside the water) has an orange-like color. Afterward, lithium carbonate powder is added to the solution of NPs. To facilitate the lithium intercalation process, ultrasonication is applied to the solution for 1.5 h. As the output of this liquid phase exfoliation, a transparent gray solution of VSe 2 NSs would be formed. To explore the formation and structural properties of the resultant VSe 2 nanostructures, the obtained solutions are drop-casted on a copper grid, and TEM imaging is conducted on them. Figure 2 (a) clearly illustrates the formation of spherical NPs with a relatively wide distribution that is mainly characteristic of the PLA method. The transformation of these 3D NPs to 2D NSs has been confirmed in Fig. 2(b) . Looking at HRTEM images [ Fig. 2(c) ], it can be deduced that the VSe 2 NSs are single crystalline with a lattice spacing around 2.6 Å that is characteristic of the (011) plane of VSe 2 [55] . Moreover, the SEM image of the drop-casted NS sample [ Fig. 2(d) ] is also showing the layered morphology of the sample. To further confirm the VSe 2 NSs' thickness, an AFM measurement is employed on the dropcasted NS sample, as depicted in Fig. 2(e) . The AFM measurement results show a step-like profile in which the size of each step is equal to 0.33 nm, which is equal to the thickness of the VSe 2 monolayer [52, 55] . Therefore, all the aforementioned characterizations prove the successful synthesis of VSe 2 NPs and NSs. To have a better comparison, XRD measurement is performed to evaluate the NSs response in higher volumes rather than a single unit (as we analyzed in TEM and AFM images). Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns for three cases of VSe 2 rock, NP, and NS. As this figure implies, the bulk material displays several peaks originated from the reflection of different lattice planes. In this case, four main intense peaks can be recorded that correspond to (001), (002), (003), and (004) planes in the bulk rock. However, when the materials are thinned to the NS design, most of these peaks disappear, and only a single intense peak corresponds to the (011) plane. The removal of the other peaks in the XRD pattern explains that the synthesis of mono-or few-layer NSs has been successfully made through the liquid phase exfoliation step. No XRD signal was recorded for NPs due to the ultra-small dimensions of these particles [61] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To optically characterize the produced NPs and NSs, UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy is carried out in these samples. The absorption spectra of these samples have been depicted in Fig. 4(a) . Interestingly, both synthesized NPs and NSs are photo-responsive, which is in contrast with our expectation of having pure metallic 1T VSe 2 with no band gap. Therefore, this shows that applying laser ablation into the bulk rock is responsible for this phenomenon. An earlier study has proved that a phase transition from 1T-to 2H-MoS 2 can occur upon Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of VSe 2 NP and NS formation using the PLA and ultra-sonication-assisted chemical exfoliation.
exposure of the MoS 2 bulk into IR laser irradiation [60] . Considering the fact that the PLA process is done with an IR laser beam at 1064 nm, it is speculated that, during this step, a phase transformation from 1T to 2H can take place, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . According to DFT calculations, while 1T-VSe 2 is a pure metal, 2H-VSe 2 takes a semimetal behavior in which, considering spin-up or spin-down bands separately, a narrow band gap can be assigned to this phase of VSe 2 [48, 49] . Looking back to the absorption responses of the NPs' and NSs' solutions, one can clearly find that the absorption of VSe 2 NPs has been extended above 700 nm, while this response is limited to wavelengths below 360 nm for the case of NSs. In other words, in moving from 3D NPs to 2D NSs, VSe 2 experiences a band-gap widening. As already mentioned, a similar behavior has been already revealed for other semiconducting TMD types, such as MoS 2 , WS 2 , and WSe 2 , where moving from a 3D bulk design to a 2D monolayer (or a few layers) introduces a band-gap widening with a direct transition of excitons from CBM to VBM. To have a better qualitative comparison, the band gaps of both solutions have been estimated by the extrapolation of the linear part of the αω 1∕2 versus the hν axis in the energy range of 1.5-6 eV [as depicted in the inset of Fig. 4(a) ]. Based on these results, while the NPs of VSe 2 have a band gap of 1.75 eV, this band gap gets wider up to a value of 3.45 eV for the NSs case. This can also be understood from the color of both solutions. As Fig. 5(a) clearly exhibits, the VSe 2 NPs solution has an orange-like color, while the NSs solution has a transparent gray appearance. However, a fascinating phenomenon can be probed upon the excitation of these solutions with an ultraviolet (UV) light. As this figure clearly shows, the NS solution gets a red color and demonstrates the existence of PL in this case. To have a better picture from the emission behavior of the samples, we have performed PL spectroscopy measurements for both samples. Taking the band gaps of both samples into account, the excitation wavelength has been chosen to be 330 nm. Figure 5(b) shows the PL spectra of both the NP and NS samples. According to this figure, the NS sample has a strong PL intensity with two peaks at 710 nm and 830 nm where the first one is much stronger. On the other side, NPs also represent a similar PL pattern but with much weaker intensities. In order to explore the origin of these emissions, as the first assumption, it can be speculated that this is due to indirect to direct band-gap transformation. However, the emission spectra are located at much lower energies than the direct band-to-band transition of the NS sample. In other words, although there was no detectable emission at the vicinity of the NSs' band gap, a strong sub-band-gap emission can be attained from this sample. On the other hand, the similar PL patterns for both the NP and NS cases induce the fact that these emission profiles are not due to the 3D-to-2D shape transformation of the VSe 2 . Another possible mechanism for the emission of VSe 2 NSs can be assigned to quantum confinement in their lateral dimension where NSs are broken into small pieces during the ultra-sonication step. It is well known that as a dimension of a semiconductor takes values as small as its exciton Bohr radius, much stronger PL can be accomplished. To evaluate this statement, we have excited the NS solution with four different wavelengths of 300, 330, 360, and 370 nm. Apart from 370 nm, which is smaller than the band gap of the NSs, all the other excitation wavelengths cause strong PL from the sample. This figure distinctly implies that the locations of the PL peaks do not experience any change upon the excitation of a different wavelength. However, considering the wide size distribution of VSe 2 NSs, which is a result of the formation of different-sized PLA NPs, if this mechanism is responsible for this emission, it is expected that the position of the peak should change under different excitation wavelengths. Therefore, this hypothesis also fails to explain the origin of this PL behavior of the NSs.
Keeping the sub-band-gap energy of light emission, it can be hypothesized that the band-to-band transition is mediated with some localized energy states inside the material band gap. These states are mainly raised from surface and bulk defect states and imperfections such as grain boundaries [23, 25, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . To evaluate the stability of the emission under continuous light irradiation, the dispersed solution of VSe 2 NSs has been placed inside a quartz cuvette and exposed to UV irradiation (8 W, UVLMS-38 EL, 302 nm) from a distance of c.a ∼1 cm for about 4 h. As it can be clearly seen from Fig. 5(d) , the PL intensity of the sample experiences quite a small reduction after this continuous light irradiation that proves its stability under continuous light irradiation. It should be mentioned at the measurements carried out under the atmospheric conditions. Finally, the excitation-intensity-dependent PL spectra of the synthesized VSe 2 NSs are obtained at room temperature as shown in Fig. 5(e) . For this aim, the excitation slit width is adopted at four different widths of 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 nm to tune the output laser power. As it can be clearly seen from this panel, the shape of the spectra is almost same for all the cases where the larger light intensity (which corresponds to wider slit width) makes the emission more intense. Therefore, the nature of the PL is similar for different excitation intensities.
To be able to address the transition from 1T to 2H in the prepared samples, we performed Raman spectroscopy to understand the difference between VSe 2 bulk and produced NSs. Figure 6 reveals the spectra for bulk and NS samples. The Raman pattern for the rock material shows a distinct peak at 206 cm −1 attributed to the Raman active A 1g mode of 1T-VSe 2 , which is in perfect agreement with previous findings [47, 68] . However, the NS structure shows two peaks that are narrower than that of the bulk one. Previous studies on MoS 2 have revealed that the existence of an E 2g resonant mode at the lower energies, which is the characteristic peak of 2H-MoS 2 , indicates the conversion from the 1T to 2H phase [74, 75] . The same hypothesis can be also applied to our case. Moreover, the existance of an intense peak at 234 cm −1 shows the formation of V x O y [47, 68] , which is confirmed by XPS results as well.
To elaborate the type and density of defect states, XPS measurements are conducted on the rock, NP, and NS samples. For this aim, a couple of drops from the solution are drop-casted onto a copper grid in the both cases and the obtained spectra have been compared with that of VSe 2 rock. Figures 7(a)-7(c) depicts the deconvoluted V 2p and O 1s spectra for all three cases. As Fig. 7(a) implies, the V 2p spectrum of the rock comprises two distinct doublets. The first doublet belongs to V2p 3∕2 513.2 eV and V2p 1∕2 520.6 eV orbitals of VSe 2 that is in agreement with the reported values of previous papers [47, 68] . The second doublet with binding energies of V2p 3∕2 515.7 eV and V2p 1∕2 522.5 eV originates from surface oxides, i.e., V x O y (such as V 2 O 5 ), which is due to the surface oxidation of the rock and matches with the energy levels of previous studies [68] . The existence of this oxide has also been confirmed from the O 1s spectrum, which appears as a small weak peak at 531.7 eV. Therefore, these results show dominant peaks related to VSe 2 with a partial surface oxidation. However, the story is very different for the case of NPs and NSs. Although the V 2p spectra of these two samples also comprise two different doublets, the portion of oxide-related peaks is dominant in this case. As Fig. 7(b) represents, the VSe 2 corresponded doublet is located at binding energies of V2p 3∕2 515.8 eV and V2p 1∕2 523.7 eV, while the ones belonged to V x O y appear at energy values of V2p 3∕2 517.3 eV and V2p 1∕2 525.2 eV. When comparing these numbers with those of rock signals, one can clearly see that not only the peaks' dominancy has been exchanged (between VSe 2 and V x O y ) but also the energetic positions of the orbitals have shifted to larger values. Looking back onto our previous results that propose a phase transformation from 1T-to 2H-VSe 2 , this shift can also be assigned to this phenomenon. Previous studies on MoS 2 have proved that the binding energy of the 2H-Mo 3d doublet emerges at larger binding energies compared to that of 1T-Mo 3D ones. Therefore, this is also in line with our previous findings that predict the transformation of 1T-VSe 2 to 2H-VSe 2 upon exposure with a laser IR beam. Looking at the PLA method principles, we can also find that the dominancy of oxide peaks is an expected condition. During the PLA process, intense IR beam impinges on the bulk rock and at the high laser fluence levels, and extreme local heating is created at the surface and its vicinity. This high temperature leads to adiabatic melting/re-solidifying and, consequently, the NP gets oxidized and several imperfections and grain boundaries appear at the surface of VSe 2 NPs. As we continue this ablation process for a relatively large number of cycles, the NPs experience multiple surface reconstructions and, consequently, several surface and bulk defects emerge. Taking the high thermal conductivity of VSe 2 , these reconstructions would also occur in its bulk. To be able to distinguish between the formation of oxide layer and defect states, we can look at the O 1s spectra of the samples. As it can be explored, the O 1s spectra for both NP and NS solutions are made of two peaks. The first peak that is located at lower energies (530 eV) corresponds to the lattice oxygen of V 2 O 5 . However, the shoulder positioned at a higher energy of 531.8 eV shows the existence of chemisorbed oxygen species on the sample. This has been proved in several previous studies [76] [77] [78] [79] . Based on the calculation of free energy by the classical nucleation theory, most of the water-derived hydroxyl groups, such as OH radicals and H 2 O, have a high tendency to be chemisorbed near imperfections, such as defects (like vacancy levels) and grain boundaries. Therefore, it can be speculated that the strength of this peak is a measure of the defect states' density. Based on previous reports, the most common defect states in a TMD structure are chalcogen vacancies that are supposed to be active sites of the materials [25, 29, 41, 42] . Therefore, it can be concluded that during the formation of NP by the PLA method, several Se vacancies will result in the bulk and surface of the nanostructure. As we break these NPs to NS units, the active surface area of the material gets larger, and all the defect states at the bulk of the design become surface defects. Therefore, it is expected that higher levels of defect states will be created in the case of VSe 2 NSs. This can be confirmed by scrutinizing the V 2p and O 1s spectra of the NSs, which are depicted in Fig. 7(c) . According to this panel, the V 2p orbitals have the same trend and dominancy as the case NPs. However, the main difference between NPs and NSs raises from their O 1s peaks. Two deconvoluted peaks show that, unlike the NPs' O 1s spectra, the peak related to chemisorbed oxygen radicals is dominant over the lattice oxygen peak for NSs. To have a better qualitative comparision on the density of Se vacancies, the area under the chemisorbed related peak is divided by the sum of areas corresponding to VSe 2 doublets, located at binding energies of 515.8 eV and 523.7 eV. Our calculations reveal that while this ratio is 0.76 for the NP case, it increases to the value of 3.47 for the NS sample. Therefore, comparing all the data, NS structure has the highest level of surface-defect states that are thought to be Se vacancies. This hypothesis is also in agreement with the PL spectra of these two samples. As already explained, the PL signals for both of these cases show the same pattern but with a different strength. Therefore, it was envisioned that similar physics is responsible for emission in both cases. Based on the current results, the surface defects are the active sites for PL in both NPs and NSs, and higher concentration of these defects in the NS sample makes its PL intensity stronger. It should be mentioned that besides the vacancy levels, the active edge sites and chemisorbed groups can also impose a critical role on the PL performance of the NS design. About the chemical groups, as already mentioned in the paper, the defect sites are energetically favorable for molecular adsorption and chemical functionalization. It has been found that these chemisorbed groups can bond to the material's surface and deplete the excess electrons at the vicinity of the surface [46] . Depletion of the electrons can suppress the thermally activated nonradiative recombination, and the excitons at defects sites are dominated by radiative recombination at room temperature, resulting in a high PL quantum efficiency. Moreover, another active site for PL of VSe 2 can be the edge sites. However, as revealed by XPS measurements, the density of Se vacancy traps is quite large in the case of the NS structure. Considering the relatively large size of NSs and their low density of edges (as shown in the TEM images), it can be speculated that the emission is mainly due to defect states created through the plane of the NSs rather than their edge active sites. Moreover, the Se 3D spectra for all three cases are also shown in Figs. 7(d)-7(f ) . For all of the cases, there are two doublets: (1) the lower-energy doublet comprising two peaks that are due to the spin orbit splitting of the Se 3D level of VSe 2 [47, 68] , and (2) the higher-energy doublet that matches Se 3D binding energies of SeO x [80, 81] . According to the obtained results, while there is a negligible trace of SeO x formation, these peaks are much stronger for NP and NS samples, which are again due to the local heating in the PLA process.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study proposes a facial, contaminant-free, and large-scale-compatible approach to synthesize luminescent VSe 2 NSs that has not been reported before. This paper, for the first time, demonstrates the possibility of attaining photoluminescence from VSe 2 NSs. Based on the findings of this paper, the photoluminescence of these NSs originates from the existence of surface-defect states in the materials. These defect states have been produced during the PLA process. Moreover, it was speculated that the use of IR radiation through the PLA method triggers the phase transformation from 1T-to 2H-VSe 2 . Our findings prove that VSe 2 has not only superior electrical properties, but it can also be a promising semiconductor for photovoltaics, LED, and other optoelectronic applications.
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